The Learning Choice Academy
Spring 2019 Full Day Class Descriptions
Grades K-5 - Adventure classes for Chula Vista and San Diego. Class syllabi will be available
on-line the first week of classes.
Art (K-2 & 3-5)
Folk Art dates back to the beginning of time. The term " Folk Art " refers to art created by an
"untrained" nonprofessional artist who is self taught. Lessons will explore this cultural form of visual
art recreating these handmade wonders both current and historical. History meets art means
learning fun with purpose.
Broadway Bound Musical Theatre (K-2 & 3-5)
When William Shakespeare came to BROADWAY!” A creative, musical theatre program to introduce how the
classics provide an essential foundation for all performing arts genres, sports, academics and even the
journey for personal best. History is creatively integrated through original dialogue, song and dance; a valued
recipe to ignite the imagination of every child. Using selections from Classic Shakespeare and Classical
Broadway Musicals such as Hamilton, Cinderella, and Wicked, Matilda, the Lion King, Annie and more, this
program specifically covers the components of acting, singing,and dancing. The preparation of various
musical numbers will be the focus of the program, in addition to the vigorous training of basic dance
technique, choreography, acting and vocal training to support communication skills.

Robotics (K-2 & 3-5)
Real World Robotics - WeDo 2.0 ( K-2)
In Snapology’s Real World Robotics class, students interested in technology will create robotic models
inspired by real life robotic technologies. Students will learn about gear ratio, sensors simple machines and
programming as they build alarm devices, earthquake detectors, robotic arms, and much more.

EV3 Robotics (3-5)
Using Lego® Mindstorm® EV3 Robotic kits and iPads or laptops, students will learn to build and program an
autonomous robot to solve real world problems, solve challenges, and play games. Students will learn how to
communicate with their robot. Using the EV3 programming language, students will learn how to make their
robot follow simple commands, such as moving forward, as well as more complex maneuvers, such as
using sensors to navigate obstacles.

Woodshop Wizards (K-2 & 3-5)
Woodshop Wizards is a hands on program that uses a variety of age appropriate woodworking hand tools
and materials. These include hammers, nails, safety goggles, sanding blocks, sand paper, paint and paint
brushes. We stress safety and proper use of tools and materials needed for the students to construct several
different projects. They get a hands on experience using real tools and creatively painting and personalizing
their projects to take home. Students utilize math skills and learn engineering concepts as they build their
projects. Those repeating the sessions within the school year will have new projects to create. Students gain
confidence and learn new skills.

Fall 2018 Full Day Class Descriptions - G
 rades K-5 - Adventure classes for Temecula.
Art with Bigfoot Graphics
Experience fun and enriching art projects led by Bigfoot Art. Students will learn to better their skills in drawing,
using color and painting, as well as mixed media. Featured artist will expose students to some of the masters
of the art world. This will be a nice time for creativity each week!
Research & Writing Using Google Apps

Practice how to create and to present an informative research report using Google Slides, Google Docs, and
Google Drive. Using the Digital Content Portal Website, students will search topics using keywords, and will
research and write interesting and relevant facts on their given topic. Learning how to insert images and type
text into text boxes, student will create their PowerPoint research project to present to their peers, teachers,
and parents.

Character Focused Karate
Karate training that focuses on the importance of teaching technique, but also on building good character and
bringing out the best in each student. Students will learn the importance of respect, focus, stranger
awareness, and bullying prevention in hopes of having a positive impact on the community and building
character for future leaders.

Science-Creators Club
Students explore the concepts of marine engineering and mechanics, utilizing the power of gravity, air, and
water. Students will take home their projects each day. Our Young Creators class is centered on exploring the
concepts of building and construction through hands-on exploration and design. Students explore the
engineering behind cars, planes, boats, and more in this fun and engaging experience.

Theatre
The world is your stage! Fun activities and lessons in drama, voice and dance will make you a seasoned
actor. All students will perform in the end-of-session performance showcase on the last day of class.

